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Surface effects in layered semiconductors Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3
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Scanning tunneling spectroscopy of Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3 layered narrow gap semiconductors reveals finite
in-gap density of states and suppressed conduction in the energy range of high valence-band states. Electronic
structure calculations suggest that the surface effects are responsible for these properties. Conversely, the
interlayer coupling has a strong effect on the bulk near-gap electronic structure. These properties may prove to
be important for the thermoelectric performance of these and other related chalcogenides.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Narrow gap semiconductor Bi2Te3 alloys with Sb2Te3 and
Bi2Se3 are classic room temperature thermoelec
materials.1 Their excellent thermoelectric performance h
been attributed to the details of the near-gap electronic st
ture combined with low lattice thermal conductivity. In spi
of a long history of their research, there is an ongoing eff
toward the detailed understanding of the near-gap electr
structure of Bi2Te3 and related materials,2–6 with the ultimate
goal of improving the thermoelectric performance throu
the electronic structure engineering. Several features ar
interest. According to de Haas–van Alphen experime
both valence-band maximum~VBM ! and conduction-band
minimum ~CBM! in Bi2Te3 are sixfold degenerate,7 which
significantly improves thermoelectric performance.1 It has
proved to be difficult to reproduce this degeneracy w
band-structure calculations. The relativistic corrections h
been suggested3 to play an important role in the formation o
the gap, in particular the degeneracy of band extrema.
culations including spin-orbit interaction3–6 have success
fully reproduced the sixfold degeneracy of the VBM. Th
details of the electronic structure, however, seem to be
tremely sensitive to the calculation procedure, and only
published result reproduced the degeneracy of the CB6

The complicated nature of the near-gap electronic structu
also likely responsible for several yet unexplained exp
mentally observed effects, such as strong electron-pho
coupling, carrier concentration increase upon cooling3 in
Bi2Te3 or upon application of external pressure in a rela
compound BaBiTe3.8

In this paper we present analysis motivated by the sc
ning tunneling spectroscopy~STS! study of Bi2Te3 and a
similar compound Bi2Se3. Although Bi2Se3 is not as techno-
logically important as Bi2Te3, both are very similar in terms
of their structures and physics of the gap formation. T
semiconducting gap in Bi2Se3 is larger than in Bi2Te3, with
nondegenerate band extrema. The spin-orbit correction
Bi2Se3 is not as important as in Bi2Te3, making the band-
structure calculations relatively more reliable.4 We therefore
view Bi2Se3 as a model compound more easily accessible
both experimental and theoretical analysis.
0163-1829/2004/69~8!/085313~7!/$22.50 69 0853
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To model the experimental STS data, we have perform
first-principles electronic structure calculations in a sl
geometry.9 Due to the strongly layered structure of Bi2Te3
and Bi2Se3, the interlayer bonds are conventionally term
as Van der Waals type.3–6 Because of such weak interlaye
bonding, the effect of the surface on the electronic struct
is expected to be small. Such an assumption is made in m
interpretations of the surface probes~e.g., electron tunneling
and photoemission! of layered compounds.10 However, an
increased attention has been recently given to the impac
the weak interlayer bonding on both bulk and surface el
tronic properties of layered materials.6,11 In a recent
publication,12 we have shown that surface electronic stru
ture plays an important role in the observation of ne
surface defects in Bi2Se3. In this paper, we show that in
Bi2Te3 and Bi2Se3 the surface effects dominate the near-g
electronic structure observed with STS. From this obser
tion, we conclude that the interlayer coupling is importa
for the formation of the near-gap electronic structure in th
layered compounds, both at the surface and in the bulk. T
property of the strongly layered compounds may be the
gin of several important physical effects.3,8

II. EXPERIMENT

The crystal structure of both Bi2Te3 and Bi2Se3 is rhom-
bohedral with space groupD3d

5 (R3̄m).14 It can be repre-
sented as a stack of hexagonally arranged atomic pla
each consisting of only one type of atom. Five atomic plan
are stacked in a close-packed fcc fashion in order@Fig. 1~a!#
Te1~Se1!-Bi-Te2~Se2!-Bi-Te1~Se1!, in a quintuple layer. The
proximity of the surface breaks the equivalence of t
Te1~Se1! positions in a layer, so throughout this paper w
will use a Te3~Se3! notation for the third Te~Se! atomic plane
from the surface. The hexagonal unit cell, shown in Fig. 1~a!,
spans three quintuple layers and contains 15 atoms.

Single crystal Bi2Te3 and Bi2Se3 samples used for scan
ning tunneling microscopy~STM! experiments were grown
by a slow directional solidification technique. Bi2Te3
samples were naturally~through the formation of defects! p
doped with carrier concentration of about 1019 cm23, while
Bi2Se3 was naturallyn doped with similar carrier concentra
©2004 The American Physical Society13-1
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tion. This difference is likely due to the high formation e
ergy of Bi substitutional defects on Se sites (BiSe antisite
defects! in Bi2Se3,15 which are acceptors. The crystals a
strongly layered and can be easily cleaved with a scotch t
The surface is sufficiently inert to obtain atomic resolution
air immediately after cleaving. However, to reduce the
fects of adsorbates, the samples were cleaved in ultrapur
atmosphere in a glove box directly attached to the S
setup. The effective work function obtained by measuring
tunneling current vs the tip-sample separation was abo
eV and showed no significant variation over the sample s
face, indicating minimal surface contamination/oxidatio
The STM measurements were performed using a cus
built low-temperature microscope with direct immersion
liquid He-4.17 Chemically etched or cut PtIr STM tips wer
used with similar results.

An experimental STM topographic image of Bi2Se3
~0,0,1! surface is shown in Fig. 2~a!. Figure 2~b! shows a
simulated topographic image of Bi2Se3 surface. It was ob-
tained from theoretical calculations in a slab geometry,
discussed in Sec. III, by integrating the energy projec
charge density in a range of 0.7 eV from the top of t
valence band, at a plane 2.4 Å above the surface Se atom
both the experimental and simulated topographic images
identify the highest corrugations with the surface Se ato
Both images Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! reflect the sixfold rotationa
symmetry of the surface Se plane. However, this sixf
symmetry is broken by the Bi atoms in the underlying atom
plane. Bi atoms are positioned in the center of every ot

FIG. 1. ~a! Bi2Se3 (Bi2Te3) structure viewed parallel to the
layers. 23131 hexagonal unit cell is shown with a solid line. Th
unit cell used for slab calculations~for a three-layer slab! is shown
in dash. In a dashed frame one of thepps bonded chains is plotted
~b! Hexagonal Brillouin zone of Bi2Se3 (Bi2Te3).
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triangle formed by the neighboring surface Se atoms, low
ing the rotational symmetry to threefold. In the simulat
image@Fig. 2~b!#, the darkest spots between Se atoms co
spond to positions which are not occupied by Bi in the s
ond atomic plane, while positions occupied by Bi yield le
contrast. We interpret our experimental image Fig. 2~a! simi-
larly. The slight discrepancy between the shapes of the
atomic corrugations is, in terms of the Fourier components
the topographic images, due to the higher harmonics, wh
are not manifested in the experiment.

Topographic images of Bi2Se3 show a small density of
‘‘triangular’’ defects, as illustrated in a large scale imag
Fig. 2~c!, and a smaller-scale image of one defect, Fig. 2~d!.
We observe both recessions@darker spots in Fig. 2~c!# and
protrusions~brighter spots! in topography. Most of the de
fects appear as protrusions. These topographic defects ca
contrasted to the clover-shaped impurity states, observed
viously on Bi2Se3 doped with excess Bi,12 and attributed to
the substitutional BiSe3 impurities. Such substitutional de
fects did not result in measurable atomic displacements,
were observable with STM only at certain bias voltag
through the variation of the local electronic structure. In co
trast, STS measurements, performed in the vicinity of defe
shown in Figs. 2~c! and 2~d!, reveal no significant variation
of the local electronic structure. Thus, they are merely due
atomic displacements. We attribute them to interlayer Bi
terstitial defects, located between the first and second~clos-
est to the surface! quintuple layers. Such defects are energe
cally more favorable than the intralayer interstitials, due
the weak interlayer coupling.

The elastic strain, caused by such interstitial defects
determined by the tensor of elastic susceptibility, which
related to the bonding scheme of the material.13 In Bi2Se3,
the pps-bonded chains,12 shown schematically in Fig. 1~a!,

FIG. 2. ~a! 1.331.3 nm2 topographic image of Bi2Se3 surface
acquired at a bias voltage of20.7 V. Black to white scale is 30 pm
Autocorrelation was used to enhance the image.~b! Calculated to-
pography of Bi2Se3 at a bias voltage of20.7 V. ~c! 65365 nm2

image of surface topographic defects in Bi2Se3. ~d! 6.536.5 nm2

image of one of the defect features.
3-2
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are the directions of the highest material stiffness. Strain
to the interlayer impurity atom propagates to the surface p
dominantly along the pps chains in a characteristic triangu
lar shape@Figs. 2~c! and 2~d!#. The orientation of the pps
chains, inferred from the defect images in Figs. 2~c! and
2~d!, is consistent with the crystal orientation determin
from the atomically resolved topographic images away fr
the defects@Fig. 2~a!#.

The established bulk semiconducting gap value in Bi2Se3
is about 0.3 eV.4,15,16 The features in the typical tunnelin
differential conductancedI/dVB spectra of atomically re-
solved Bi2Se3 surface @Fig. 3~a!# at sample bias voltage
VB50 V and 20.35 V likely correspond to the gap edge
However, conductance is finite atVB between20.35 V, and
0.0 V, indicating finite density of in-gap states. Another fe
ture of the spectra shown in Fig. 3~a! is low conductance jus
below the gap, atVB between about20.5 V and20.35 V.
At the measurement temperature of 4.2 K, thermal broad
ing is negligible on the displayed bias voltage scale, so
spectra represent the local surface density of states. Typ
differential conductance spectra ofp-doped Bi2Te3 @Fig.
3~b!# exhibit features similar to spectra of Bi2Se3: the con-
ductance is finite at anyVB , and there is a pronounced fe
ture at VB'0.18 V, likely signifying the conduction-ban
bottom. The spectra presented in Fig. 3 are highly reprod
ible over the sample surface. This observation excludes
possibility that the finite in-gap conductance is due to imp
rity states, as was originally suggested to explain a sim
finite density of in-gap states observed in photoemiss
experiments.18 The semiconducting gap of Bi2Te3 inferred
from the differential conductance spectra agrees with
generally accepted value of about 0.1560.02 eV.3 As in
Bi2Se3, the conductance is suppressed at energies co
sponding to tunneling from the high valence band~HVB!
states. Model calculations discussed below suggest that t
features are due to the surface effects, quite general to
layered chalcogenide compounds.

Due to the relatively weak interlayer bonding, o
samples usually cleave between the quintuple layers
Bi2Te3 samples doped with excess Te, we observe a sm
number of topographic steps with height smaller than
quintuple layer thickness. A topographic image Fig. 4~a!
shows an area ofn-type Bi2Te3 sample doped with 1.7 %

FIG. 3. ~a! Solid lines: near-gap tunneling differential condu
tancedI/dVB spectrum of Bi2Se3, acquired directly with a lock-in
detection technique at a temperature of 4.2 K. Dashed lines: t
retical curves, calculated as discussed in Sec. III. The curves
normalized by the differential conductance atVB50.3V. These
plots are reproduced from Ref. 12.~b! Same as~a!, for Bi2Te3.
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excess Te, exhibiting a particularly high density of su
steps. The steps are arranged in a threefold symmetric f
ion, with three apparent preferable step orientations. We
relate their orientations with the symmetry of the cryst
giving the easiest in-plane cleavage along hexagonal@100#,
@110#, and@010# directions.

Simultaneously with topographic measurement,
mapped local differential conductance of the surface
shown in Fig. 4~b!. This measurement was performed b
adding a small ac voltage ofVB5280 mV, and mapping the
induced small ac tunneling current using standard lock
detection. We use this technique to characterize the varia
of the local electronic structure. On a surface cleaved
tween the quintuple layers, we do not expect to see
variation of the local differential conductance, even wh
topographic image shows steps corresponding to cleav
along different quintuple layers. The image Fig. 4~b!, on the
contrary, shows a clear contrast, correlated with the to
graphic variations in Fig. 4~a!. The contrast results from th
local surface electronic structure variation due to the diff
ent atomic termination of the surface. Thus, Fig. 4~b! is a
direct experimental evidence of the termination-depend
surface states in Bi2Te3.

Figure 4~c! shows a cross section both through top
graphic and conductance maps, as indicated in Figs. 4~a! and
4~b! with a line. The plot shows a direct correlation betwe
the topographic steps and the measured value of the di
ential conductance. As also seen from the topographic cu
in Fig. 4~c!, the terrace step heights are smaller than
quintuple layer thickness of about 10 Å, consistent with o
interpretation of Fig. 4~b!. To clarify the nature of the spec

o-
re

FIG. 4. ~a! Topographic image of a 0.530.5 mm2 area of a
Bi2Te3 sample doped with 1.7 % excess Te. The area has a
density of step edges and is not representative of the typical cle
surface. Bias voltageV5280 mV. ~b! A dI/dVB map acquired
simultaneously with~a!. ~c! Simultaneous cross sections through~a!
and~b!, as shown in~a! and~b! with a line.~d! Logarithmic plot of
differential conductance spectra representative of high and low
tensity areas in~b!.
3-3
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troscopic variations, producing contrast in Fig. 4~b!, in Fig.
4~d! we plot differential conductance spectra, acquired
points of the surface, corresponding to different intensities
Fig. 4~b!. A typical differential conductance spectrum of
high intensity area@solid symbols in Fig. 4~d!# smoothly
rises at negativeVB , and exhibits a minimum atVB50 and
a weak feature atVB'0.18 V. This spectrum is typical o
most of the sample surface, and is very similar to the spe
of p-doped Bi2Te3, shown in Fig. 3. Differential conductanc
spectra, characteristic of the low intensity areas in Fig. 4~b!
@open symbols in Fig. 4~d!#, rise smoothly at positiveVB ,
and exhibit a feature atVB50 and a minimum atVB
520.18 V. These spectra are characteristic of a small p
centage of the sample surface, which we identify with ar
terminated with intralayer atomic planes. Identifying t
lower and the higher bias features in the spectrum with
valence band maximum and conduction band minimum, c
respondingly, we can interpret the spectra shown in Fig. 4~d!
in terms of the surface-induced band bending. The Fe
level is pinned at the surface by the surface states eithe
the CBM @open symbols in Fig. 4~d!#, or VBM @solid sym-
bols in Fig. 4~d!#. In particular, thep-like spectra of most of
then-doped sample surface are evidence for the conduct
like surface states, present at the surface cleaved betwee
quintuple layers. Such empty states lead to the surface
ning of the Fermi level to the VBM. This conclusion is co
sistent with our calculations of the surface states, descr
below. The difference between the spectra in Fig. 4~d! can be
understood as an almost rigid shift by the value of the se
conducting gap ('0.18 eV). The more subtle termination
dependent variations of the surface electronic structure re
in other differences between these spectra.

III. THEORY

We modeled our STS results with electronic structure c
culations based on density functional theory.19 Self-
consistent full-potential linearized augmented plane w
formalism~LAPW! ~Ref. 20! was used, with the generalize
gradient approximation~GGA! for the exchange and corre
lation potential.21 Convergence of the self-consistent iter
tions was verified to within 1 meV for 21k points inside the
reduced Brillouin zone, with a cutoff of281.6 eV between
the valence and the core states. Scalar relativistic correct
were included and spin-orbit interaction was incorpora
using a second variational procedure.22 The calculations
were performed with commercially available software.23 For
the band-structure calculations of the bulk Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3
we used a hexagonal unit cell consisting of three quintu
layers@see Fig.1~a!#. Experimental values of the lattice con
stants were used. To model the surface, we used a repe
slab geometry9 with slabs consisting of 3, 6, and 12 quin
tuple layers separated by an increased distanced @Fig.1~a!#,
as compared to the bulk crystal structure. The calcula
band structures did not exhibit significant variation with t
separation larger than 0.4–0.5 nm between the slabs; th
fore we found the slab separation of 0.7 nm, used for
calculations presented below, sufficient for modeling the s
face. Relaxation calculations were performed for the thr
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slab geometry to see their effects on the surface electr
structure. These results are given at the end of this secti

In Fig. 5 we present the calculated band structures
Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3 both in the bulk and slab geometrie
Since the bulk unit cell spans three quintuple layers,
three-layer slab geometry used in Fig. 5 gives the same n
ber of bands as in the bulk calculations, which is conveni
for a direct comparison. It can also be speculated that du
the weak interlayer bonding the electronic states of
middle layer in a slab are close to the bulk states, and th
three-layer slab might be sufficient for modeling the surfa
electronic structure of a bulk sample. We show below, t
this can be accepted with certain limitations. Our calcu
tions of the bulk band structure, shown in Figs. 5~a! and 5~c!,
yield a direct band gap of 0.3 eV in Bi2Se3 and an indirect

FIG. 5. Calculated band structure:~a! bulk Bi2Se3, ~b! three-
layer slab of Bi2Se3,~c! bulk Bi2Te3, ~d! three-layer slab of Bi2Te3.
The experimental Fermi energies are shown in dashed lines;
energy corresponds to the top of the valence band.
3-4
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gap of 0.14 eV in Bi2Te3 with degenerate VBM, in reason
able agreement with the experimental values.3,16 They are
close to the earlier theoretical results.3–5 Our calculation
does not reproduce the sixfold degeneracy of the CBM
Bi2Te3. This problem has been encountered in a numbe
earlier calculations.3–5,24 However, this discrepancy is no
important for the general surface effects discussed in
paper. Comparing the calculations of the bulk band struc
@Figs. 5~a! and 5~c!# with the slab@Figs. 5~b! and 5~d!#, one
finds that there is a significant effect of the reduced interla
bonding between the slabs both in Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3. Or-
bital character analysis of the band structure and densit
states~DOS! shows that the most notable differences a
lowering of the bulk conduction band states into the gap
a drastic restructuring of the valence band, with most of
HVB states associated with surface Se1~Te1! atoms lowered
in energy as compared to the bulk band structure. The
maining HVB states are dominated by the Se~Te! orbitals of
the atoms located in the quintuple layers away from the s
face, and as a consequence have a small amplitude a
surface. These observations are in agreement with exp
mental results presented in Sec. II: a finite density of state
the gap and a suppressed conduction in the HVB ene
range.

The nature of the surface states can be elucidated thro
the analysis of their orbital character in real space and
persion in the reciprocal space. As follows from Figs. 5~b!
and 5~d!, the in-gap states are highly dispersive in the pla
parallel to the quintuple layers@GM andGK directions in the
Brillouin zone, Fig. 1~b!#, indicating that they originate from
the strong in-plane hybridization of the surface atoms.

Analysis of the orbital character of the in-gap sta
shows that they are dominated by the two closest to
surface atomic positions: Se1 and Bi in Bi2Se3, and Te1 and
Bi in Bi2Te3. However, there are significant contribution
from all the atoms in the surface layer. The in-gap states
not exhibit dispersion in the direction perpendicular to t
quintuple layers~the GA direction!, which is consistent with
the negligible interaction between the slabs. The lowering
the HVB at the surface is a robust effect which has be
qualitatively understood in terms of a simple on
dimensional tight-bonding model.12 The analysis of the or-
bital character of the HVB for the bulk Bi2Se3 (Bi2Te3)
shows that they are dominated by Se~Te! states, which are
antibonding in the sense of the interlayer coupling. Con
quently, at the surface, the energy of such states is redu

To follow the evolution of the electronic structure with th
distance from the surface, in Fig. 6 we plot the part
‘‘atomic’’ DOS of Se1 atoms for various quintuple layers
a function of their position relative to the surface in a
slab-geometry calculation. The in-gap states associated
the lowering of the bulk conduction band into the gap~the
states between 0 eV and 0.25 eV! are mostly present in the
first quintuple layer. There are also in-gap states associ
the restructuring of the HVB~the states between20.07 eV
and 0 eV, insert in Fig. 6!. The bulk HVB states~below
20.07 eV) are almost recovered by the Se1 at the sec
layer from the surface, while the surface Se1 contribution
the states near the top of the valence band~between
08531
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20.07 eV and20.3 eV) is dramatically suppressed. This
consistent with the antibonding, in the sense of interla
bonding, nature of the states near the top of the valence b
as found, e.g., in tight-bonding calculations.12

The sharp peaks, which are present in the DOS calc
tions in slab geometry, occur due to the saddle points, wh
the bands have no dispersion along theGA direction. Ac-
cording to Gofron and Dabrowsky,25 such saddle points
which they called ‘‘extended’’ Van Hove singularities, yield
power-law divergence in DOS. These are artifacts due to
approximation of the bulk sample terminated with a surfa
by a finite thickness slab. The number of peaks increa
with the slab thickness due to the folding of the Brillou
zone along theGA direction, while their weight decreases. I
the limit of an infinite slab, the DOS should become smoo
The deviation from the bulk DOS in the case of Se1 ato
located at second, third and fourth layer are particula
strong in the HVB between20.3 eV and20.1 eV and are
due to these extended Van Hove singularities.

The conductance spectrum gives information about lo
DOS and for a qualitative comparison we have used a th
slab geometry to compute the conductance spectra. To s
late the experimental differential conductance spectra,
have calculated the electronic charge as a function of ene
r(rW,E!, at a point located at 2.35 Å above the surface
atom. This was done by calculatingr(rW,E! for different val-
ues of E within a energy mesh of 20 meV and then averag
over five energy intervals. The theoretical conductance sp
tra was obtained by multiplyingr(rW,E! by a scale factor to
give an overall fit to the experiment. To simulate the cond
tance spectra a very dense mesh of 961 irreduciblek points
in the kz50 plane of the Brillouin zone was required and
order to reduce the computational time we used the th
slab geometry to model the surface. The calculated and
perimental conductance spectra of Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3 are
given in Fig. 3. The theoretical values were shifted in ord
to match the Fermi energies. The calculated conducta
spectra clearly show finite in-gap density of states in b
Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3. The overall agreement in Bi2Se3 is quite
remarkable, while for Bi2Te3 the agreement is not as good

We have also modeled the dependence of the electr

FIG. 6. Partial DOS of Se1 in Bi2Se3 for various positions of the
quintuple layers with respect to the surface in a 12-slab geome
3-5
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S. URAZHDIN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 085313 ~2004!
structure on the surface termination~Fig. 4!, by calculating
the band structure of Bi2Te3 in slab geometry with slabs
terminated with Bi2. The calculation supports the qualitat
picture based on simple electron counting arguments tha
Bi-terminated surface creates excess electrons, resulting
shift of the Fermi level into the conduction band. This
consistent with the local shift of the conductance spec
@Fig. 4~d!#.

To see the effects of structural relaxation on the electro
states, we performed volume optimization~i.e., optimization
with respect to scaling of the lattice constants!, and force
minimization for individual atomic sites up to 0.2 mRy/n
for the three-slab geometry. Optimization decreases the
ume by 1 % for Bi2Se3 and increases by 4 % for Bi2Te3. All
the optimized bond distances, except for the interla
bonds, are within 1–2.5 % of their bulk values both
Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3. The interlayer distances within the slab
increase by 7.9 % and 5.5 % in Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3, corre-
spondingly. The relaxation does not significantly change
effects of the surface on the electronic band structure
Bi2Se3, the lowering of the surface conduction band into t
bulk gap is reduced from;0.25 eV in unrelaxed calculation
to ;0.17 eV after relaxation is performed, while the oth
changes in the band structure are insignificant. In Bi2Te3, the
only significant effect of the relaxation is a slight upwa
shift of the highest valence band by;0.03 eV. The small
effect of structural relaxation reflects the weakness of in
layer bonds, i.e., the relatively small structural perturbat
introduced by the presence of the surface.

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have interpreted STS observations of finite in-g
conduction and suppressed conduction near the top of
valence band in Bi2Te3 and Bi2Se3 in terms of the surface
electronic structure. Surface states appear in the theore
calculations which are in agreement with STS observatio
The calculations show that the surface states extend into
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first quintuple layer with a decay length of about 1 nm. The
surface effects are complimentary to the strong influence
the inter~quintuple! layer bonding on thebulk electronic
structure of these compounds, rendering the intuitive pict
of layers weakly bonded with Van der Waals type interact
inadequate. There is an important covalent contribution
the inter~quintuple! layer bonding. This can also be see
from the Fermi surface characteristics.6

Finally, we would like to make some general remarks
garding the properties of these layered compounds relate
the effect of the interlayer coupling on the electronic stru
ture. The small value of the elastic constant associated w
the weak interlayer coupling results in strong variation of t
valence band electronic structure with external conditio
temperature,3 external pressure,8 or chemical pressure in al
loys. The anomalous electron coupling to the heavy pho
branch associated with interlayer distance variation likely
sults in strong electron-phonon scattering.3 An important
consequence for the thermoelectric properties is the poss
ity of a large phonon drag contribution to the thermopowe26

In Bi2Te3, the effect should be particularly strong due to t
small value of the semiconducting gap and large interla
spacing ~and correspondingly weak interlayer coupling!.
Lastly, this study suggests that applications of lo
dimensional narrow gap semiconductor structures27 for ther-
moelectric devices where interface effects play an import
role, cannot rely on the assumption that bulklike electro
properties persist in low-dimensional structures.
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